Mood Rings – Worksheet
By: Louise Lopes
Introduction:
Mood rings seem magical. They can make a stunning jewellery
piece while also showing you your mood, or can they? In this
investigation we will explore the colour changes of mood rings and
uncover their magical qualities.

Question:
Aim: Your aim for this investigation will be to change the colour of
a mood ring without having to change your mood.
Discuss with your class and/or lab group about what you think
would be the most likely factor affecting the colour in mood rings.
List these below:

Pick what you think would be the most likely factor that affects the colour in mood rings, and outline
your variables below:
Independent Variable: _______________________________________________________________
Dependent Variable: ________________________________________________________________
Controlled Variables: ________________________________________________________________
Hypothesis: I predict that when ____________________________ is changed, then the colour of the
mood ring will/will not (circle which one) change.

Plan:
As a group, you will now plan your investigation by writing out what steps you will take. Try to
consider how you will control for any confounding factors. Discuss safety considerations with your
teacher and provide an additional materials list.

Conduct:
Record your results below:

Analyse:
Represent your data graphically in order to present to your class:

Problem-Solves:
Evaluate: Look back on your investigation. Were the results of your experiment reliable? Were there
any sources of error? How would you improve your investigation? Were there any control variables
that were not considered?

Assess: Compare and contrast your results with those of the rest of the class. Which lab group
demonstrated the clearest relationship between the independent and dependent variables? Can you
see any compounding factors?

Apply: Use the knowledge you have gained from this investigation, as well as class discussions with
your teacher, to explain how mood rings work. What makes them change colour? Is the colour
change in a mood ring a physical or chemical change? Can mood rings tell you your mood?

Conclusion:
Write a few statements outlining whether your Aim was achieved and whether your hypothesis was
correct or not. Use your findings to support your claim.
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